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BLUEPRINTS TO IMPROVE
CLOUD SECURITY AND
DEPLOY A MORE EFFECTIVE
DEFENSIVE POSTURE
While cloud adoption has skyrocketed, many
security postures are still stuck in the past.
Extending legacy, on-premises security
tools to work in the cloud has proved to be
inadequate, leaving cloud architects and DevOps
teams without a clear blueprint for securing
applications, workloads, and infrastructure.
Establish a strong security foundation with
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and CrowdStrike—a
leader in cloud-delivered endpoint and workload
protection. The combination of CrowdStrike
Falcon and AWS Security Hub delivers centralized
and automated management of threat alerts from
AWS services including Amazon GuardDuty. With
Falcon, you can enhance the security of your
AWS workloads and adopt the Shared
Responsibility Model.
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AWS SECURITY HUB DELIVERS A
COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF SECURITY ALERTS
AND COMPLIANCE

CROWDSTRIKE FALCON PROTECTS YOUR
AWS WORKLOADS THROUGH A SINGLE
LIGHTWEIGHT AGENT

• Aggregate alert data from Falcon and native
AWS services like Amazon GuardDuty

• Eliminate modern threats with next-generation
antivirus, endpoint detection and response
(EDR), IT hygiene, and a 24-7 managed hunting
service for better protection

• Monitor the status of your AWS infrastructure
through visual displays
• Conduct compliance checks

• Simplify your security stack with a single
agent that has small footprint on AWS
resources for better performance
• Shrink the amount of architecture necessary
for full security visibility and reduce
complexity to derive more value from your
AWS investments
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FALCON AND AWS BUILD SEAMLESS SECURITY INTO
YOUR WORKFLOWS
Falcon integration with AWS Security Hub enables a comprehensive, real-time view of high-priority
security alerts. CrowdStrike’s API-first approach brings together Falcon and AWS Security Hub, making
it easier for your entire team—including DevOps, CISO, cloud architects, and operations—to automate
security tasks and improve overall protection.

SEE IT—WITH COMPLETE VISIBILITY

SECURE IT—WITH BETTER PERFORMANCE

DEFEND IT—WITH A SIMPLIFIED ARCHITECTURE

Falcon protects your AWS workloads across the
entire threat lifecycle by combining machine
learning, artificial intelligence, behavioral
analytics, and proactive threat hunting in a
single solution.

Falcon works everywhere—Amazon Elastic Cloud
Compute (Amazon EC2) instances, Amazon Elastic
Container Service (Amazon ECS) on Amazon EC2,
and Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon
EKS) on Amazon EC2—providing endpoint and
workload security even when they’re offline.

Falcon simplifies complex DevSecOps
pipelines and increases operational reliability
by simplifying cloud architectures. Falcon
consolidates your endpoint and workload agents
with an extensible platform that grows and
adapts to your needs without adding complexity.

2 QUERY API BY IP AND MAC ADDRESS

AWS

(SAME AS DAWS)
3 API RESPONSE

1 STREAMING API

CrowdStrike
1.
2.
3.
4.

LAMBDA FUNCTION RECEIVES STREAMING API ALERT
LAMBDA FUNCTION QUERIES AWS API FOR INFORMATION
IF MATCHED TO AN EC2 INSTANCE DATA IS RETURNED
EC2 AND CROWDSTRIKE DATA IS COMBINED, FORMATTED AND SENT TO AWS SECURITY HUB
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SEE IT—WITH COMPLETE VISIBILITY
With alerts from Amazon GuardDuty and Falcon, aggregated through AWS Security Hub, your team has
a single-pane-of-glass view that delivers the situational awareness necessary for strategic security and
resource decisions. Automating routine security analysis speeds up your ability to find and address the
most critical incidents among the noise.
LEVERAGE THREAT GRAPH INTELLIGENCE
Discover potential threats quickly and accurately with AI-powered Threat Graph intelligence—achieving a
level of protection for your AWS workloads previously not possible.
AUTOMATE SECURITY TASKS
Without Threat Graph, analysts would have to manually gather endpoint and workload telemetry, add
intelligence feeds, write correlation rules, and finally pivot the data to determine how security events
might be related. But with Falcon, all the intelligence, events, and their relationships are captured in
one place, enabling security administrators to automate analysis for smarter and deeper visibility when
investigating potential breaches.
INTEGRATE SECURITY INTO CI/CD PIPELINES
Falcon enables cloud security teams to keep up with the dynamic and flexible nature of AWS workloads.
Seamless support for CI/CD deployment workflows comes through powerful APIs and streamlined
integration with AWS Security Hub.
DEVOPS TEAMS DRIVE MORE AUTOMATION
Automate delivery of development pipelines
Reduce the complexity of deployment and management
Achieve security at the speed of application delivery
SECURITY TEAMS GAIN DEEPER INSIGHTS
Add more context to your AWS security alerts
Understand the impact of security events
Simplify incident response

5+ TRILLION
events/week

15+ PB

global telemetry

150+

adversaries tracked

150+ MILLION

IOA decisions per minute

1+ BILLION

containers protected per week

Identify intent based on indicators of attack
Reduce false positives and increase security efficiencies
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SECURE IT—WITH BETTER PERFORMANCE
One sensor to protect all your endpoints and workloads—from IoT devices, to laptops, to cloud compute
instances. Falcon enables a 25X reduction in resource utilization compared to traditional security
and requires no reboots. Using AWS Security Hub as your dashboard, you can aggregate and prioritize
security alerts from Falcon and Amazon GuardDuty to protect Amazon EC2 instances or containers
running on Amazon ECS and Amazon EKS.
KEEP AMAZON EC2 INSTANCES SECURE AND PERFORMANT
Falcon uses cloud-native scaling to secure Amazon EC2 instances with minimal impact on runtime
performance, and no storm scans or invasive signature updates. It provides protection against all
advanced attacks that bypass traditional perimeter and signature-based approaches.

1

lightweight agent

PROTECT CONTAINERS RUNNING ON AMAZON ECS AND AMAZON EKS
Falcon runs on the Amazon EC2 instance node, protecting all containers running on it, including those
managed by Amazon ECS and Amazon EKS. From known malware to the most sophisticated attacks,
Falcon protects containers through workload monitoring and discovery, looking at parameters such as
the container’s unique identifier and configuration type, then funnels alerts to AWS Security Hub.

reduction in resource utilization

SHIFT CONTAINER SECURITY LEFT WITHIN CI/CD PIPELINES
Moving security tasks earlier in the software development lifecycle enables teams to discover flaws
before they take a major toll. By adding Falcon to your CI/CD deployment workflows, you gain runtime
security for Amazon ECS and Amazon EKS workloads, as well as visibility into containerized applications.
View and mange events like risky container images through the AWS Security Hub dashboard.

0

25X

reboots required

DEVOPS TEAMS CAN CODE MORE EASILY
Achieve malware protection without integrating a legacy appliance
Simplify code and scripts with a single agent that attaches seamlessly
SECURITY TEAMS IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING
Correlate AWS alerts with Falcon detection for faster triage and remediation
Provide a threat hunting platform for the operations team
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DEFEND IT—WITH A SIMPLIFIED ARCHITECTURE
Efficiency gains from Falcon and AWS Security Hub working in tandem help you speed time to detection,
investigation, and remediation to stop more breaches. Integrated service for full security means a more
efficient team that spends less time managing separate workstreams. Maximize the power of AWS
Security Hub to aggregate events by leveraging the threat intelligence and simplified architecture
of Falcon.
SIMPLIFY AWS ARCHITECTURES
Other security vendors often require complex routing for legacy applications that must be inserted into
the packet flow, and numerous workload agents to provide antivirus, EDR, and container security that
are separately installed and managed. This can add complexity to your AWS environments and increase
downtime. As a single agent, Falcon delivers the same level of security with less overhead.
SPEED RESPONSE TIMES
Prioritized incidents within AWS Security Hub help streamline the triage process, allowing your team to
address the most critical threats first.
BOOST EFFICIENCY FOR GREATER COST SAVINGS
The ability to procure Falcon for AWS in the AWS Marketplace allows you to take advantage of integrated
metering and billing, while also optimizing spend for elastic workloads.

100,000 NODES

in a day for immediate deployment

75%

more efficient

DEVOPS CAN GET STARTED FASTER
Bake in security and remediation with an endpoint sensor
Skip the installation—CrowdStrike ties in from a SaaS-based console
Bootstrap one single security service for total protection
CLOUD ARCHITECTS STREAMLINE DESIGNS
Consolidate architecture for simpler builds
Scales as cloud workloads expand — no need for additional infrastructure
Powerful APIs enable automation of all functional areas for defense-in-depth
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ASSESS YOUR CAPABILITIES
A key starting point for securing your cloud workloads is to first understand your current cloud security
capabilities and posture. Assessments of your cloud security and IT hygiene can provide actionable insights
into any cloud security misconfigurations, weak policy settings, and other vulnerabilities that could leave
your organization open to a breach.
Once you understand your capabilities and have established controls for cloud security posture
management, you should test your cloud security defenses. Periodic red team/blue team exercises with
targeted attacks on your cloud infrastructure help mature your security teams’ threat hunting and incident
response capabilities in a safe environment.

CLOUD SECURITY ASSESSMENT
•
Overall security posture
•

Access control and management

•

Incident management

•

Data protection

Highlight weak cloud security policies

•

Network security

Discover vulnerabilities in your cloud environment

•

Risk management
and compliance

SECURITY TEAMS ARE BETTER INFORMED AND PREPARED
Identify common cloud misconfigurations

Test your response to a targeted cloud attack

IT HYGIENE ASSESSMENT
•
Vulnerable applications
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Unprotected and rogue systems

•

Directory abuse
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OPERATE WITH EXCELLENCE
Cybersecurity is not simply a technology problem—protecting your AWS workloads also requires
effective people and processes. Ignoring security operations can result in damage and remediation
efforts that slow down DevOps and reduce up-time of your critical applications. These impacts can be
prevented if the security technologies are configured properly and kept up to date, and the security
alerts that precede an incident are triaged, investigated, and remediated promptly.
Many organizations struggle with this operational side of security because the skilled staff needed to
execute cybersecurity 24/7/365 can be difficult and expensive to hire.
AUGMENT YOUR TEAM WITH MANAGED DETECTION AND RESPONSE
CrowdStrike Falcon Complete is a managed detection and response (MDR) service that augments the
effectiveness of the Falcon platform with the efficiency of a dedicated team of security professionals.
Falcon Complete delivers relentless focus on managing and monitoring your endpoint and workload
security and responds to threats with speed and precision—so you don’t have to.
DEVOPS TEAMS EXPERIENCE FEWER DISRUPTIONS
24/7 monitoring with surgical remediation eliminates threats quickly without
affecting the underlying workload
SECURITY TEAMS GAIN IMMEDIATE EXPERTISE AND EFFECTIVENESS
Security policies continuously tuned for maximum effectiveness

<1 MINUTE

time to detect threats

<10 MINUTES

time to understand threats

60 MINUTES

time to eliminate threats

Threats identified and eradicated in minutes
Peace of mind, backed by a Breach Prevention Warranty

24/7/365

management, monitoring,
and response
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GET STARTED WITH
CROWDSTRIKE ON AWS TODAY
For more information on CrowdStrike and AWS solutions, visit
• CrowdStrike on AWS Marketplace
• CrowdStrike Services on AWS Marketplace
• CrowdStrike Cloud Security
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